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Executive Summary
This document describes the xLiMe toolkit prototype at the end of the third and final year of the project.
This prototype extends the xLiMe toolkit from the first and second year of the project by applying various
improvements on the original data processing infrastructure and data ingestion components in order to
meet use-case requirements. The main improvement compared to last year’s prototype is that a front-end
layer has been implemented, the ASR infrastructure has been revamped and custom visual detection has
been implemented.
This report provides an updated overview of all the data ingested by the prototype as well as all the
conversion and annotation performed by the various xLiMe partners as part of WP2, WP3, WP4 and WP5.
Furthermore, this document describes how the prototype provides search, recommendation, exploration
and analytic capabilities which enable the integration of the xLiMe multimedia and multilingual data into
new and existing tools.
In this deliverable we update earlier deliverables D6.2.1 – Early Prototype (Y1) and D6.2.2 – Demonstrator
Prototype (Y2) describing new and improved features and changes of the data providers, data annotators,
data processing, architecture infrastructure, etc. Moreover, we include the specifications of the new
components and technologies developed throughout the Y3 of the xLiMe project.
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Introduction

This document presents the xLiMe Fully Functional Prototype: the third-year integration of cross-media
conversion, annotation, semantic linking and consumption services developed as part of the xLiMe project.
The Fully Functional Prototype is the result of various changes and additions to the xLiMe Demonstrator
Prototype, which was described in (D6.2.2). This document can therefore be seen as an update to both
D6.2.1 and D6.2.2, documenting the changes that have been performed in Y3 of the project and providing
an overview of the xLiMe prototype at the end of the project.

1.1

Relation to Other Work Packages and Deliverables

This document is the last of three deliverables providing an overview of the implemented xLiMe toolkit at
the end of each year of the project. As such it is most closely related to the previous two deliverables
(D6.2.1 “Early Prototype” and D6.2.2 “Demontrator Prototype”) since it is an update of those deliverables,
describing the changes to the xLiMe toolkit performed in Y3 of the project. This document is also strongly
linked to the next deliverables:


D6.1: The architecture specified for the xLiMe toolkit, which focused on data ingestion, processing
and storage.



D6.3 API Specifications and Prototype: Provides an overview of (mostly Y2) data consumption
services focusing on the APIs they should provide. These services provide (semantic) search,
exploration, recommendation and analytic functionality.



D1.4.3: The specified requirements for the Y3 Fully Functional prototype.



D7.1.2 “Final Benchmarking Report”: Provides metrics about the performance of the various
components in the Y3 prototype.



D6.4.2 “Demonstrator Front-end”: Describes the front-end layer that was implemented in Y3 to the
xLiMe prototype.

Furthermore, although in Y3 there have not been new deliverables for text extraction (WP2) and
annotation (WP3), we summarise the results from previous years and report on changes performed in the
final year of the project. We also report on the final versions of components from semantic integration
(WP4) and analytics services (WP5) that were developed and evaluated as part of xLiMe during the final
years of the project. More detailed descriptions of all these services and components, including evaluation
details can be found in the following deliverables:





D4.3.2 Final Semantic Graph Construction Prototype
D5.2.2 Final Opinion Diffusion Prototype
D5.3.2 Final Analytics Prototype
D5.4 Recommendation Prototype

The Fully Functional Prototype is also used and evaluated as part of three use-cases of WP7. The three
relevant deliverables where the use-cases and their integration and evaluation of the Fully Functional
Prototype are described are:
 D7.2.3 Fully Functional Prototype and Validation Report SEARCH
 D7.3.3 Fully Functional Prototype and Validation Report MONITOR
 D7.4.2 Fully Functional Prototype and Validation Report EXPLAIN
One of the main additions to the xLiMe prototype in Y3 was the implementation of a front-end layer. This
layer was designed in Y2 and reported in D6.4.1. Details about the implementation are provided in D6.4.2
“Demonstrator Front-end”.
Finally, one of the main goals of the Fully Functional Prototype is to serve for demonstrating and
disseminating the results of the xLiMe projects (WP8). In particular, the prototype drives the xLiMe
© xLiMe consortium 2013 – 2016
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Showcase demonstrator (D8.2.3), which demonstrates the main capabilities of the xLiMe prototype and
plays a role in driving dissemination needed for the exploitation of the xLiMe results after the project, as
described in D8.2.4 “Final Business Plan”.

1.2

Overview of Document

In the remainder of this document, following the schema of D6.2.2 Demonstrator Prototype, we will first
present the Fully Functional Prototype by summarising the data processing infrastructure and then focusing
on the various components that were implemented and connected to this infrastructure. For components
which were already present in the Early and Demonstrator Prototypes, we will indicate any changes.
Besides describing the components, we also describe the data provided or generated by the various
components. Changes regarding the data from previous years is also indicated.

Page 8 of (39)
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Fully Functional Prototype Implementation

The Fully Functional Prototype follows the same general architecture as the xLiMe Demonstrator
Prototype, which in turn was based on the reference architecture defined in D6.1. Figure 1 shows a
functional view of the prototype. It shows that the prototype consists of three main functional back-end
layers:


Data Ingestion: This layer consists of services which transform and annotate raw cross-lingual and
cross-media data. Compared to the Y2 prototype, several of these services have been tweaked to
improve performance. Particularly the ASR component and others have been extended to support
new use-cases. For example, logo detection and video object detection have been extended to (i)
recognise shoes as well as to match the recognized shoes to a catalogue of products and (ii)
recognise the flags of Great Britain and the EU for a custom dataset related to the Brexit
referendum.



Data Storage: This layer is the main data-processing infrastructure described in D1.2. This
component has remained in place throughout the project, although underlying technologies and
roles have been updated. E.g. although in Y1 we intended to use CumulusRDF, we changed to an
OpenLink Virtuoso implementation to improve performance and stability. Furthermore, while
MongoDB was initially only used for some back-end services (such as text search), its use is
preferred when using the front-end layer as it allows to store pre-computed user-friendly objects,
which otherwise need to be put together from triplestores.



Search & Analytics: This layer provides services which facilitate the consumption of the data
generated and stored by the xLiMe toolkit. While this layer was already present in the Y2
implementation, in Y3 various of these components have been improved.

These three layers already enable the development of new applications. However, application development
can be cumbersome as various services need to be orchestrated and the required data needs to be put
together. In order to facilitate the development of applications, in Y3 we have included a front-end layer to
the implemented architecture. This consists of a UI Service API and a set of UI web components.
During the project, three use-cases have provided real-world requirements and have resulted in various
applications that rely on the xLiMe prototype. The three use-cases from Y2 (Zattoo’s SEARCH, Vico’s
MONITOR and Econda’s EXPLAIN) have been updated in Y3. Besides the use-case applications, we have also
further developed existing demonstrators (such as XKnowSearch!) and created new demonstrators (such as
the xLiMe Showcase) to highlight the capabilities of the xLiMe toolkit.

© xLiMe consortium 2013 – 2016
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Figure 1 Functional overview of the Fully Functional Prototype
To further provide an overview of the Fully Functional Prototype, Figure 2 shows the deployment diagram
for the prototype; the only difference from Y2 is that now ESI is providing the UI Service API and is hosting
its own deployment of MongoDB. The deployment still closely resembles the abstract deployment diagram
presented in D6.2.1, but with minimal variations and updates.
As mentioned in the Y2 prototype, in D6.2.1 we had promised to include a Stream Filter component which
had been specified in the reference architecture. However, after the requirement analysis for the Y2 and Y3
use-cases described in D1.4.2 and D1.4.3, we decided that was no direct need for a (centralised) stream
filtering tool. Although this component has not been implemented in the Fully Functional Prototype, the
semantic search component provides a similar, but simpler mechanism for producing a stream of search
results which can be filtered by media-type. The resulting stream has a bigger latency than a custom stream
filtering component would have provided (since the data has to be loaded into the triplestore before being
returned, instead of being filtered directly from the message broker), but it provides a good alternative in
case it is needed.

Page 10 of (39)
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Figure 2: Deployment overview of the Fully Functional Prototype.

Some of the components in the search, exploration & analytics layer are included since they are part of the
Fully Functional Prototype; however, maturity of some of the components varies. For example, the Opinion
Diffusion component is still under active research, hence we would not recommend using it in production
environments, depending on the requirements.
Finally, we note that the implemented architecture provides an overview of all the components available in
the Fully Functional Prototype. In practice, none of the end user applications makes use of the full set of
components. Rather, depending on the use-case, an application will select a set of data and services that
will be monitored. Indeed, often we need to tweak or customise components to be applicable (or useful) to
a certain use case. For example, for the ECONDA use case, the ASR data is not needed, but custom image
analysis was required. The Fully Functional Prototype provides the basic framework for implementing and
meeting a variety of application requirements.
In the next subsections we enumerate the various components which comprise the Fully Functional
Prototype. We do this by first looking at the components in the data-processing infrastructure since these
are the central components that all other components tend to communicate with. Then we present the
data providers, followed by the data annotation components. Then we present the components which
provide mid- and high-level services such as semantic search, recommendations and analytics. After that
we present an overview of how the various data annotation and analytics services are related. Finally, we
present the main applications which use the produced data.
© xLiMe consortium 2013 – 2016
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Data Processing Infrastructure

In this section we provide an overview of the components that comprise the data-processing infrastructure
in the xLiMe Prototype. These components allow for the efficient collection of data from various sources
(data providers and annotation services) and enable decoupling of the various components attached to the
system. Furthermore, they provide temporary and persistent data storage for the generated data.
In Y2, the only change in this layer between the Early Prototype and the Demonstrator Prototype is that we
replaced CummulusRDF for OpenLink Virtuoso. The main reason for this was stability. Originally we were
planning on using CummulusRDF, since it was built at KIT and it has a high potential for scalability.
However, after several tests, towards the end of Y1 we decided to replace it by OpenLink Virtuoso.
In Y3, we have introduced a second Mongo database to support the UI services layer1. The main reason for
this is that the RDF triplestore is better suited for long-running analytic tasks, rather than serving UI objects
such as views about media items and annotations. Each time a UI object is requested, it has to be
assembled from the various triples, which takes considerable longer than pre-computing UI objects which
are unlikely to change and storing them directly in mongo.
The main Data Processing Infrastructure in the Fully Functional Prototype maintains the following
components:


Kafka Message Broker: a fast, distributed publish/subscribe messaging system. We use this in the
Prototype to decouple the various components. Producers can push their data at their own pace
and consumers can listen for new messages and again process them at their own pace. The use of
“topics” allows us to distinguish between the different types of data that is pushed into the system.
Subscriber components can choose which topics to follow for further processing. Kafka notifies
subscribers whenever new messages are posted, allowing for near-real-time processing of the data.



OpenLink Virtuoso for Historical Data Storage, Semantic Search and long-running data analysis.
OpenLink Virtuoso is a triple store and database engine that combines the functionality of RDBMS,
virtual database, RDF, XML, etc. in a single system. It’s a universal server that implements multiple
protocols. This datastore is useful for getting specific parts of the produced data and to explore
links between annotations produced by different annotation services. We changed from
CumulusRDF to Virtuoso triplestore because of its reliability, performance and multiple features.



MongoDB as an alternative for Historical Data Storage, Keyword Search and a limited version of
Semantic Search2. MongoDB is a distributed document store. In this case we store both JSON-LD
and plain JSON documents for all of the media-item metadata, the various annotations as well as
basic information about knowledge base entities and benchmarking data.

2.2

Multimedia Data Providers

The xLiMe Prototype has 3 main multimedia data providers (VICO, Zattoo and JSI Newsfeed). These data
providers have not changed during the life of the project, although small modifications occurred in the TVdata (now provides subtitles for some channels) and the social-media data (the list of keywords used to
filter the stream was updated and licensing issues mean the Facebook stream was reduced). We describe
the providers and their input data in the following subsections. For each data provider we discuss:

1



Domain data sources: all the raw data that the provider has available



Used data: the data that is pushed into the xLiMe Prototype, this can be a subset of the domain
data sources.

The original mongo DB was meant to support back-end services such as keyword search and recommendation
The schema we now keep in mongo allow us to search for media items linked to knowledge base entities. However,
since we do not keep the full knowledge base in mongo, it is not possible to exploit links in the knowledge base to
expand queries (which could be done in Virtuoso).
Page 12 of (39)
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Volume of data: gives metrics about how much data is provided to the Demonstrator Prototype.



Data latency: We indicate whether the data is available in near-realtime or not.



Kafka topic: where can the data be found in Kafka



Description of data: a textual description of the data from the provider in the xLiMe Prototype and
an example.

2.2.1

VICO: Social-Media Microposts



Domain Data Sources: VICO harvests large amounts of data from social media. The sources include
large social networks like Twitter, Facebook, Google+, and YouTube, but also a broad spectrum of
forums, blogs, review sites, and Q&A portals. The system already covers over 40 languages and
provides a near real-time stream of public social-media microposts. The current volume of documents
is about 10 million a day.



Used Data: For the Fully Functional Prototype, the same as in the Y1 and Y2 iterations, we only use a
subset of VICO’s source data. VICO prototype in XLiMe project is limited to five languages; German,
Spanish, English, Catalan and Slovenian. The terms being filtered are related to (i) the ECONDA use-case
which focus on (sport) shoes and Deichmann and (ii) politics, in particular Brexit. The mechanism for
adding new filters to the social media stream is straightforward and can be adapted to new use cases
on request. The following listing shows an extract from a list of filters:


# format



#name\tlanguage_id\tquery



# name is used for tagging the micropost using property



#



# language keys



#



#



#
query
uses
solr
syntax
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/solr/The+Standard+Query+Parser#TheStanda
rdQueryParser-SpecifyingTermsfortheStandardQueryParser



Econda Shoes SL

76

adidas OR graceland OR deichmann OR nike



Econda Shoes ES

5

adidas OR graceland OR deichmann OR nike



Econda Shoes EN

2

adidas OR graceland OR deichmann OR nike



Econda Shoes CA

30

adidas OR graceland OR deichmann OR nike



Econda Shoes DE 1
adidas OR graceland OR deichmann OR nike OR "5th avenue" OR
"adidas bear mid cut" OR "adidas bear mid cuts" OR "adidas cat sneaker" OR "adidas
cat sneakers" OR "adidas city mid cut" OR "adidas city mid cuts" OR "adidas daily
mid cut" OR "adidas daily mid cuts

xlime:keywordFilterName

1 = german, 2 = english, 5 = spanish, 30 = catalan , 76 = slovenian



Volume of Data: The current set of keywords results in a stream of microposts of around 30K messages
per day. At any given time, Kafka provides around 300K messages, hence roughly 10 days’ worth of
social-media microposts are kept by Kafka.



Data Latency: Both the source data and the data pushed into Kafka is near real-time.



Kafka topic: socialmedia



Description of Data: Subset of social media posts from VICO matching keywords in German, English,
Spanish, Catalan and Slovenian. This may include microposts from all of the VICO social-media data.

© xLiMe consortium 2013 – 2016
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VICO’s Metadata for each micropost is included. An example tweet from the VICO stream is given in
Listing 1. This listing also includes annotations for the textual content linking to DBpedia entities and
links to Econda’s catalogue of products, which are not part of the original VICO data, but that are the
result of annotations, described in 2.3.1.
Listing 1: Example micropost item from VICO, includes metadata and annotations to DBpedia entities as
well as matches to Econda’s catalogue of products (new data added in Y3 is highlighted).
<http://vico-research.com/social/9876d58a-cf95-3cbf-9821-c8476a1ffa02>
a
sioc:MicroPost ;
dcterms:created
"2016-10-21T16:16:22"^^xsd:dateTime ;
dcterms:language
"de" ;
dcterms:publisher
<http://www.twitter.com/> ;
dcterms:source
<http://twitter.com/Katyleinx3/statuses/789470388795342848> ;
dcterms:spatial
[ rdfs:label "" ] ;
sioc:content
"In mir schlummert ein #Rebel. Trage Puma Socken mit Nike Schuhen
#mussmansicherstmaltrauen" ;
sioc:has_creator
<http://twitter.com/Katyleinx3> ;
xlime:hasAnnotation
[ xlime:hasConfidence "0.929"^^xsd:double ;
xlime:hasEntity
<http://de.dbpedia.org/resource/Trage> ;
xlime:hasPosition
[ xlime:hasStartPosition "30"^^xsd:long ;
xlime:hasStopPosition
"35"^^xsd:long
]
] ;
xlime:hasAnnotation
[ xlime:hasConfidence "0.988"^^xsd:double ;
xlime:hasEntity
<http://de.dbpedia.org/resource/Fu%C3%9Fballschuh> ;
xlime:hasPosition
[ xlime:hasStartPosition "57"^^xsd:long ;
xlime:hasStopPosition
"64"^^xsd:long ]
] ;
xlime:hasAnnotation
[ xlime:hasConfidence "0.805"^^xsd:double ;
xlime:hasEntity
<http://de.dbpedia.org/resource/Puma_%28Unternehmen%29> ;
xlime:hasPosition
[ xlime:hasStartPosition "36"^^xsd:long ;
xlime:hasStopPosition
"40"^^xsd:long ]
] ;
xlime:hasAnnotation
[ xlime:hasConfidence "0.863"^^xsd:double ;
xlime:hasEntity
<http://de.dbpedia.org/resource/Nike_%28Unternehmen%29> ;
xlime:hasPosition
[ xlime:hasStartPosition "52"^^xsd:long ;
xlime:hasStopPosition
"56"^^xsd:long
]
] ;
xlime:hasProduct
[ rdfs:label "nike" ;
xlime:id
<http://xlime.econda.de/feed/00000505-932ea6a3-9fa4-4f5c-84ee122a9ee7942d-1/products/1716413>
] ;
xlime:hasSourceType
"Microblog" ;
xlime:keywordFilterName "Econda Manufacturers DE" .

2.2.2

Zattoo: TV Streams (for News) and TV Programme Metadata



Domain Data Sources: Zattoo provides live TV streams (consisting of video frames, audio and, when
available, subtitles) and EPG (electronic programme guide) for around 150 channels. Zattoo also offers
a service of catch-up streams for most channels for up to a week (i.e. you can recall a TV program up to
a week after it aired). Finally, Zattoo also offers paying users a library of up to 5003 recorded TV
programs. The channels cover a variety of topics (from news and sports to movies and series) and
languages. The EPG data is available for a window of up to 3 weeks (1 week before the current day and
2 weeks after), depending on availability.



Used Data: For the Prototype, we use a subset of Zattoo’s available TV streams focusing on multilingual
news channels, but also including some youth channels for Econda’s use-case. This selection helps us to
focus on the development and testing of various annotation services. The core subset of channels
consists of the following:


CNN International: World news in English

3

By default, this number can vary depending on the user’s subscription.
Page 14 of (39)
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BBC World: World news in English



Bloomberg Europe: World and business news in English



N24: World news in German



Tageschau24: World news in German



Canal24 Horas: World news in Spanish



EuroNews: World news in English



Al Jazeera: News in English



SRF Info: News in English



CNBC: News in English



France24: News in English



ZDF Info: News in German



JOIZ: News in German, closest related to fashion world



RAI News: News in Italian

xLiMe

Annotation services in the Prototype must process these channels when technically possible, but can
optionally process more if resources are available. For example, the speech to text module processes 21
channels, but is only available for German and English.


Volume of Data: We have built a EPG to RDF converters which push around 2800 MediaResources (i.e.
TV programmes) and their metadata to Kafka each day. The converter transforms the metadata for the
channels once every few hours.



Data Latency: Zattoo’s TV streams are provided in near-realtime. In general, live IPTV streams have a
latency of about 30 seconds due to de- and encoding, buffering and data transmission. The EPG data is
not pushed in real-time to Kafka, since the EPG data is available one week in advance and it generally
can change before the programmes are broadcast. We generally aim to push the EPG data before the
programme is broadcast. The zattoo-epg topic is updated every few hours with the EPG data for the
upcoming hours.



Kafka Topics: zattoo-epg, zattoo-sub



Description of Data: Near real-time TV streams consisting of video frames, audio and subtitles
(subtitles are only available for some channels and programmes) are available via a REST API from
Zattoo. The video and audio streams are not pushed into Kafka, but sent directly to video and audio
annotators. Subtitle streams are chunked, analysed using an Entity linker and sent to the zattoo-sub
topic using the xLiMe RDF data model (an example message is shown in Listing 3). Zattoo's EPG data is
converted to RDF. The zattoo-epg topic covers an extended list of channels and EPG data is extracted
every few hours. The original EPG data and the schema used to represent the RDF data is described in
D1.3 and D1.1. An example programme metadata pushed into Kafka is shown in Listing 2.
Listing 2: Example TV programme metadata converted from Zattoo's EPG data.

<http://zattoo.com/program/117497971> a ma:MediaResource ;
ma:date "2016-10-21T08:35:00+00:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
ma:description "2013: Dopo tre anni di rifiuti, Shawn viene finalmente
ammesso a partecipare al seminario di consulenti paranormali della polizia del
professor Bob Stein. Recatosi sul posto assieme a Gus, il \"sensitivo\" incontra
gli altri partecipanti: la consulente wicca della polizia di New Orleans Hazel
Lazarus e il medium della polizia di Anchorage Garth Mathers, in costante
contatto col suo spirito guida Bernie. A inizio convegno tuttavia il professore
muore sul palco per avvelenamento." ;
ma:duration 2.7e+03 ;
ma:hasGenre "Series" ;
© xLiMe consortium 2013 – 2016
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ma:hasPublisher [ rdfs:label "RSI La1 HD" ] ;
ma:hasRelatedImage
<http://cmsstaging.zattoo.com/system/images/aede/7b4d/5ffd/588a/1c2b/format_480x360.jpg> ;
ma:hasTrack <http://zattoo.com/program/117497971/audio>,
<http://zattoo.com/program/117497971/subtitle>,
<http://zattoo.com/program/117497971/video> ;
ma:title "Psych" ;
xlime:hasProductionPID 118148822 .
}

Listing 3 Example TV Subtitle message from Zattoo's subtitle track (part of a video stream)
<http://zattoo.com/program/117542652/subtitles> a ma:SubtitleTrack ;
ma:hasLanguage [ rdfs:label "de" ] ;
xlime:hasAnnotation [ rdfs:label "Dej" ;
xlime:hasConfidence 1e+00 ;
xlime:hasEntity wikide:Dej,
wikien:Dej,
wikies:Dej,
<http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Деж>,
<http://sr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Деж_(Румунија)> ] ;
xlime:hasSubtitles [
xlime:hasStartTime "2016-10-22T12:21:55.500000+00:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
xlime:hasStreamPosition 100849273.0 ;
xlime:hasSubittleText """Dej versucht es direkt. 17. min. André Dej macht
uns ein bisschen wärmer, denn es ist hier nass kalt im Lotte. Ein richtig guter
Fußballer Andre Dej. Er ist seit einem Jahr in Lotte.""" ;
xlime:hasZattooCID "wdr-koeln" ] .
}

2.2.3

JSI Newsfeed: Web-Based News Articles



Domain Data Sources: Provides a stream of news articles and blogposts from websites in various
languages. The full stream consists of around 470K articles per day on weekdays and 3800K articles per
day on weekends.



Used Data: The full is filtered to reduce costs while meeting the use-case requirements by only
including articles in German and English. The used stream consists of about 80K articles per day on
weekdays and 40K articles on weekends. The filtered stream is converted into RDF and pushed into
Kafka (to decrease annotation latency, the data is also annotated as described in Section 2.3.8 before
being pushed into Kafka).



Volume of Data: Around 80K articles per day on weekdays and 40K articles on weekends. However, the
news streaming tool can manage 470K articles per day, 380K on weekends and holidays.



Latency: The pipeline latency (from discovery to output ready for consumption) is approximately about
3-8 seconds. The article discovery latency is configurable per feed, depending on feed activity. The
minimum set at 5 minutes for 4000 mainstream news, average 1h across all feeds.



Kafka Topic: jsi-newsfeed



Description of Data: RDF version of newsfeed article data. Includes the text of the article, basic
metadata for article (described using the Dublin Core Terms vocabulary, such as creation time,
language, publisher, source url, location, title), as well as basic annotations such as topic(s) and linked
entities based on multi-lingual Wikipedia. An example news article is shown in Listing 4.
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Listing 4: Fragment of an example news article extracted from JSI Newsfeed.
<http://ijs.si/article/532578098> a kdo:NewsArticle ;
dcterms:created "2016-10-22T12:48:45.001316"^^xsd:dateTime ;
dcterms:language "en" ;
dcterms:publisher [ rdfs:label "WXIX TV 19" ] ;
dcterms:related <http://WXIX.images.worldnow.com/images/12226268_G.jpg> ;
dcterms:source
<http://www.fox19.com/story/33447044/drug-take-back-day-issaturday> ;
dcterms:spatial [ gn:name "Cincinnati", "USA" ;
geo:lat 3.910644e+01 ; geo:long -8.450469e+01 ] ;
dcterms:title "Today is national drug take-back day" ;
sioc:content """Today is national drug take-back day
On Saturday, police departments around the Tri-State are giving the public the
opportunity to prevent pill abuse and theft by ridding their homes of unwanted
prescription pills.
From 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., you can dispose unused, unwanted prescription medications
at one of the many collections sites in the Tri-State. To find the nearest
collection site, click here.
The National Prescription Drug Take-Back Day aims to provide a safe, convenient,
and responsible means of disposing of prescription drugs, while also educating
the general public about the potential for abuse of medications.
Last April, Americans turned in 447 tons (over 893,000 pounds) or prescription
drugs at almost 5,400 sites operated by the DEA and more than 4,200 of its state
and local law enforcement officers.
In 11 previous Take Back events, DEA and its partners have taken in over 6.4
million pounds -- about 3,200 tons -- of pills.""" ;
sioc:topic "Drugs","Health","Issues","Pharmacy","Society" ;
xlime:hasAnnotation [ rdfs:label "Medical prescription" ;
xlime:hasConfidence 1.76e-01 ;
xlime:hasEntity
<http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rezept_(Medizin)#Heilmittelverordnung>,
wikien:Medical_prescription,
<http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Рецепт> ],
[ rdfs:label "Law" ;
xlime:hasConfidence 2.15e-01 ;
xlime:hasEntity wikide:Recht,
wikien:Law,
wikies:Derecho,
wikisl:Pravo,
<http://sr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Право> ],
[ rdfs:label "Pound (mass)" ;
xlime:hasConfidence 1.88e-01 ;
xlime:hasEntity wikide:Pfund,
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pound_(mass)>,
<http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Libra_(unidad_de_masa)>,
<http://sr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Фунта_(маса)> ],
[ rdfs:label "Pharmaceutical drug" ;
xlime:hasConfidence 2.27e-01 ;
xlime:hasEntity wikide:Arzneimittel,
wikien:Pharmaceutical_drug,
wikisl:Zdravilo,
<http://sr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Лек> ],
[ rdfs:label "Prescription drug" ;
xlime:hasConfidence 1.58e-01 ;
xlime:hasEntity wikide:Verschreibungspflicht,
wikien:Prescription_drug,
wikies:Medicamento,
<http://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/MSRM> ] .
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Data Annotators

In this section, we present an overview of the components which perform annotation of the raw crosslingual and cross-media data. For each annotator we:


Summarise any changes from the version described in the Demonstrator or Early Prototypes,



describe its input,



mention the algorithm used and refer to any relevant documentation where more details can be
found about the algorithm,



describe the annotations produced,



mention the kafka-topic where the produced annotations can be found in the Demonstrator
Prototype,



finally, we give an example document pushed into Kafka to illustrate the produced annotations.

2.3.1

Named Entity Annotation for Social-Media



Changes from Y2: Updated indices to a more recent version of DBpedia (2015-10).



Input: The text from the social-media microposts (i.e. the value of the sioc:Content literal as
described in Section 2.2.1). This annotator is deployed on the premises of VICO and uses the raw
data as its input.



Algorithm used: Statistical and lightweight processing, vector-space-model representation of the
text and annotations, NER approach covering all languages supported in the project. Described in
more detail in D2.3.2 – Final Text from Social Media Prototype and D3.3.2 Final Prototype of Text
Annotation.



Annotations produced: annotations for spans of text, indicated by begin and end offsets, linking
them to disambiguated entities in DBpedia. Each annotation includes a confidence value.



Kafka topic: socialmedia

Example annotations produced by this annotator can be seen in Listing 1.

2.3.2

Visual Object Type Recognition



Changes from Y2: This component is not active in the Y3 integration as none of the use-cases
requires it. Instead of this component, a custom component has been developed for recognising
shoes, which is used in the Econda use-case. As this is a very specific task, the results are not
exported to kafka. The original component is still available and could be activated on request.



Input: a video stream. This video stream is provided by Zattoo via the Zattoo API.



Algorithm used: The algorithm used is described in D3.2.2



Annotations produced: locations in the video stream are linked to synsets from ImageNet WordNet (wnid)4.



Kafka topic: tv-visual

An example output produced by this annotation service and pushed into Kafka is shown in Listing 5.

4

ImageNet: http://image-net.org/download-API
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Listing 5: Fragment of an example annotation where various types of dogs and bars have been
recognised in particular locations of a video track.
<

<http://zattoo.com/program/15626207> ma:hasTrack
<http://zattoo.com/program/15626207/video> .
<http://zattoo.com/program/15626207/video> a ma:VideoTrack ;
sioc:content """
85240006.000000['n02093647 Bedlington terrier' 'n03888605 parallel bars, bars'
'n03535780 horizontal bar, high bar' 'n02091831 Saluki, gazelle hound'
'n02095889 Sealyham terrier, Sealyham'] [ 0.00000000e+00
1.53058982e+00
1.65333152e+00
1.71370864e+00
2.64500189e+00
0.00000000e+00
6.31701827e-01
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
1.84164846e+00
1.63984275e+00
4.99428213e-01
0.00000000e+00
5.63833296e-01
5.84266901e-01
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
1.04166555e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
8.28928113e-01
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
6.76334977e-01
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
4.44019318e+00
9.42537606e-01
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
1.36392355e-01
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
1.07385278e-01
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
1.47737885e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
1.80637479e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
3.79882765e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
9.74591374e-02
1.74773061e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
1.19057202e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
2.31172681e+00
0.00000000e+00
1.58634377e+00
0.00000000e+00
0.00000000e+00
2.93359458e-01]
""" .
}

2.3.3

Shoe tagger from Video



Changes from Y2: this is a new component developed in Y3.



Input: a video stream. This video stream is provided by Zattoo via the Zattoo API.



Algorithm used: The base algorithm for recognising a variety of object types is described in D3.2.2.



Annotations produced: Bounding boxes around a variety of shoe types (boots, sneakers, sandals)
along with some salient features which can be used for matching against a catalogue of existing
shoes.



Kafka topic: as this is information that is only applicable to Econda, the output is fed straight to a
product recommender that matches the output of this algorithm with a product catalogue.
Further information about this component can be found in D7.4.2.
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UK/EU flag tagger from Video



Changes from Y2: this is a new component developed in Y3 to generate an tag a dataset about the
Brexit referendum



Input: a video stream. This video stream is provided by Zattoo via the Zattoo API, however, instead
of using a live tv stream, in this case we annotated a list of pre-recorded TV programs.



Algorithm used: The base algorithm for recognising logos described in D3.2.2, but trained on a
specific corpus of EU and UK flags.



Annotations produced: Bounding boxes around either the EU flag or the UK flag.



Kafka topic: none. This component was run directly on a custom list of TV recordings and the
outputs will be processed in batch mode.

2.3.5

Text from Video



Changes from Y2: No changes.



Input: a video stream. This stream is provided by Zattoo via the Zattoo API.



Algorithm used: An OCR algorithm is used to convert text appearing in a video. Details of this
algorithm are discussed in D2.2.2



Annotations produced: locations in the video stream are linked to recognised words. Selection of a
number of brands names.



Kafka topic: tv-ocr

An example output from this annotation service is given in Listing 6.
Listing 6: Example OCR annotation for a video track.
<http://zattoo.com/program/114078287/video> a ma:VideoTrack ;
sioc:content """
98280594.000000, 'SLMD, swwzmuim, ' 2, POLAND, POLAND, n
m
,sled swimsuit Poland Poland """ .
2.3.6

Speech to Text



Changes from Y2: Since this is one of the main bottlenecks in the xLiMe toolkit, more machines
were recruited to perform this task. The ASR engines were updated throughout the project without
affecting the schema of the output. In the first year, we used PerVoice as the ASR provider. In the
second year we used VecSys and in the third year we started using SAIL5. These changes were
motivated by a variety of reasons. VecSys could not provide their services free of charge any longer
just as we needed to raise the throughput of this component. We were also looking to experiment
with multiple ASR providers to see whether quality varied for different languages (as the language
models by different partners can affect the quality of the ASR transcriptions).



Input: an audio stream. This stream is provided by the Zattoo API.



Algorithm used: Multiple speech recognition engines for converting speech to text, one from
VecSys, another one from PerVoice and third one by SAIL. Details about these systems are
described in D2.1.2.

5

https://www.sail-labs.com
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Annotations produced: positions in the audio stream are linked to transcriptions of the spoken
audio.



Kafka topic: zattoo-asr

An example output from this annotator is shown in Listing 7, it combines the speech to text with named
entity annotations (described in Section 2.3.7).

2.3.7

Named Entity Annotation for Text from Speech



Changes from Y2: No changes to JSI Enrycher from last year. For the Brexit dataset, we are running
ASR and using the KIT annotator in order to have a consistent entity linking mechanism for TV,
social media and news articles.



Input: a text (produced by the Speech to Text component). This annotator is run directly after the
Speech to Text component.



Algorithm used: JSI Enrycher and XLike entity tagging pipeline.



Annotations produced: recognised entities in the text are annotated by their surface form in the
original text, a confidence value and one or more entities identified as Wikipedia resources.



Kafka topic: zattoo-asr

An example output from this annotator is shown in Listing 7, it combines the output of this annotator with
the original output of the Speech to Text component (described in Section 2.3.6).
Listing 7: Example Text from speech and Named Entity Annotation
<http://zattoo.com/program/117081801/audio> a ma:AudioTrack ;
ma:hasLanguage [ rdfs:label "en" ] ;
xlime:hasAnnotation [ rdfs:label "Brewery" ;
xlime:hasConfidence 1e+00 ;
xlime:hasEntity wikide:Brauerei,
wikien:Brewery,
wikies:Cervecería,
<http://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Пивоваренная_компания> ] ;
xlime:hasProgDetail [
xlime:hasPDImageUrl
<http://cmsstaging.zattoo.com/system/images/9fab/6f9f/2cab/1675/9563/format_480x360.jpg> ;
xlime:hasPDSource "Deutsche Welle" ;
xlime:hasPDStartTime "2016-10-06T09:30:00+02:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
xlime:hasPDTitle "Projekt Zukunft" ] ;
xlime:hasRecognisedSpeech [
xlime:hasASREngine <http://mediaspeech.com/webservice> ;
xlime:hasASRText "outside the brewery to temporarily reduced demand on the power
Greer . And Breweries . Hold the simulators allowed to serve as an energy reservoir for
the entire poll . Companies jury together in a virtual power plant whom the regional
power distribution generates province and which are shared by the gold companies and the
virtual power plant operate . Or ... The personal power plant is tucked away in an office
building in downtown Munich from the outside and you would know is there not the virtual
plants can replace the entire call operated power" ;
xlime:hasStartTime "2016-10-06T08:48:51.500000+01:00"^^xsd:dateTime ;
xlime:hasStreamPosition 100499577.0 ;
xlime:hasZattooCID "deutsche-welle" ] .

2.3.8

Named Entity Annotation for News Articles



Changes from Y2: No changes.



Input: Raw text from a news article (i.e. the sioc:content of a NewsArticle as described in Section
2.2.3).
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Algorithm used: JSI Enrycher and Multi-lingual Wikipedia entity recognition algorithm described in
D2.3.2



Annotations produced: DMOZ topics for the article and Named Entity annotations based on multilingual Wikipedia pages.



Kafka topic: jsi-newsfeed

Since this annotator is combined with the JSI newsfeed to RDF converter, the output is merged with the
basic output of the RDF NewsArticle. For example topics and multi-lingual Wikipedia annotations, Listing 4.

2.3.9

Syntactic Annotations for News Articles



Changes from Y3: This component has been deactivated in the Y3 prototype as none of its
annotations (sentiment, part-of-speech or vectorised n-grams) were required by any of the usecases or for the showcase. This component can be activated on request.



Input: Raw text from news article (i.e. the sioc:content of a NewsArticle as described in Section
2.2.3)



Algorithm used: Details of this algorithm are described in D2.3.2.



Annotations produced: Positions of the recognised named entities, a vectorised n-grams of the
article, a 3-class polarity sentiment analysis and Part-of-Speech.



Kafka-topic: jsi-annotations

A fragment of an example output of this annotator is given in Listing 8.
Listing 8: Fragment of output of the Syntactical Annotations for News Articles
<http://ijs.si/article/218922538> kdo:hasSentiment [ kdo:hasScore 7.54308e-01 ;
kdo:sentiment kdo:negativePolarity ] ;
xlime:hasAnnotation [ rdfs:label "Bharti Airtel" ;
xlime:hasPosition [ xlime:hasStartPosition 369 ;
xlime:hasStopPosition 381 ] ],
[ rdfs:label "Association of India" ;
xlime:hasPosition [ xlime:hasStartPosition 263 ;
xlime:hasStopPosition 282 ] ],
[ rdfs:label "Andhra Pradesh" ;
xlime:hasPosition [ xlime:hasStartPosition 175 ;
xlime:hasStopPosition 188 ] ],
[ rdfs:label "COAI" ;
xlime:hasPosition [ xlime:hasStartPosition 286 ;
xlime:hasStopPosition 289 ] ],
[ rdfs:label "Vizag New Delhi" ;
xlime:hasPosition [ xlime:hasStartPosition 48 ;
xlime:hasStopPosition 62 ] ];
xlime:hasNgrams [ xlime:ngrams "{\"4230366\": 1, \"3073330\": 1,
\"9429082\": 1, \"5285735\": 1, \"8938141\": 1, \"8324092\": 1, \"8627914\": 1,
\"1699299\": 1, \"1680895\": 1, \"13102980\": 1, \"11005329\": 1, \"16613991\":
1,
\"8417232\":
1,
\"11566639\":
1,
\"14783984\":
1,
\"3232951\":
1,
\"8713076\": 1, \"5860815\": 1, \"15825855\": 1, \"12166233\": 1, \"5893113\":
1,
\"1777966\":
1,
\"8484593\":
1,
\"13175945\":
1,
\"5730892\":
1,
\"10273461\": 1, \"6115507\": 1, \"10266851\": 1, \"13057237\": 1, \"8395089\":
1, \"11168919\": 1, \"4976883\": 1, \"12262351\": 1, \"15358264\": 1,
\"6689733\": 1, \"14564309\": 1, \"9200617\": 1, \"6464893\": 1, \"12731498\":
1, \"15584568\": 1, \"15599110\": 1, \"12168197\": 1, \"3535052\": 1,
\"10433976\": 1, \"8484469\": 1, \"11731554\": 1, \"1980586\": 1, \"11703047\":
1, \"8253990\": 1, \"11705411\": 1, \"15434493\": 1}" ] .
}
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Data Annotation Summary

The data providers (described in Section 2.2) and the data annotators (described in Section 2.3) connect to
the data processing infrastructure (described in Section 2.1), producing various data processing pipelines.

Figure 3: Overview of the data conversion occurring in the xLiMe Fully Functional Prototype.
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Search, Exploration and Analytics

In this section we describe the main components which provide Semantic Search, Exploration,
Recommendation and Analytics over the annotated xLiMe data.
2.4.1

Cross-Media Recommendations Based on Statistical and Semantic Linking



Changes from Y2: No changes to the algorithms. However, the results are no longer pushed to
kafka, but instead they are made available via REST APIs. If required, the results could be pushed to
Kafka again.



Input: All of the metadata and annotations for social media microposts, TV programmes and
streams, as well as news articles pushed into Kafka. The recommender uses one of the MongoDB
document store to access this data.



Algorithm used: Content similarity and recommendation algorithms are described in D4.1 and
D4.2.



Output: Set of cross-media content which is similar to a (position within a) given TV programme.
This includes other Zattoo’s TV programmes, social media microposts and news articles.



Kafka topic: KITRecommendations and KITNewsTVRecommender

An example output fragment from this annotation service is given in Listing 9.

Listing 9: Fragment of example cross-media recommendation output.
{"tvmetadatarec":
["http://zattoo.com/program/15216633", "http://zattoo.com/program/15156376",
"http://zattoo.com/program/15168144", "http://zattoo.com/program/15166900",
"http://zattoo.com/program/15153974", "http://zattoo.com/program/15155219",
"http://zattoo.com/program/15180855"],
"cid": "skynews-intl",
"jsinewsrec":
["http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/local-news/north-east-news-replay-breaking-7920555",
"http://grantland.com/the-triangle/2014-mlb-playoffs-nlds-preview-cardinals-dodgers-giants-nationals/",
"http://www.oxfordtimes.co.uk/news/opinions/blogs/11508229.Parky_at_the_Pictures__DVD_2_10_2014
_/?ref=rss", "http://www.mouseplanet.com/10819/Animation_Anecdotes",
"http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/05/fashion/alan-cumming-life-isnt-always-a-cabaret-Not-My-FathersSon-memoir.html?partner=rss&emc=rss&_r=0",
"http://www.rockmnation.com/2014/10/7/6935627/missouri-offense-grades-maty-mauk-bud-sasser",
"http://www.carandsuv.co.nz/articles/target-acquired-308",
"http://www.bookslut.com/blog/archives/2014_10.php#020928"],
"zattooid": "15433701",
"socialmediarec": ["http://pepolino.eu/2010/08/07/piratenschuhe/comment-page-35/", "http://mmaenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-78/",
"http://www.vwaudiforum.co.uk/forum/showthread.php?161174-Early-airing-for-all-new-Audi-TTRoadster-ahead-of-Paris-show-world-debut#1",
"http://x3.xbimmers.com/forums/showthread.php?t=408177&page=7#138", "http://mmaenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-76/", "http://www.kampfkunstboard.info/forum/f18/flachwitze-22194/index317.html#4759", "http://mmaenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-84/", "http://blog.ruralvive.com/inturferiaturismo-interior-valladolid/comment-page-18/",
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"http://forum.skyscraperpage.com/showthread.php?t=177316&page=338#6743", "http://www.androidhilfe.de/5766113-post1.html"],
"streamposition": "8.490614e+07"}

2.4.2

Semantic Search



Changes from Y2: No changes.



Input: All data of the media items from social media posts, TV stream and news articles. The
Semantic Search uses Virtuoso triplestore to access this data.



Algorithm used: Ranked auto completion for named entities, entity summarization, keyword
matching for building search graphs, top-k graph exploration and media retrieval via SPARQL.
Described in more detail in D5.1.1 and D5.1.2.



Output: Selection of news articles/social media/television shows that are relevant for the given
entities or the selected interpretation for a given keyword search.

2.4.3

Semantic Construction Graph



Changes from Y2: A new supervised algorithm was introduced to complement the unsupervised
algorithm from Y2.



Input: Manually annotated events as well as the clusters of articles representing events from Event
Registry along with their links to TV programmes and social media items.



Algorithm used: Event semantic graph construction described in D4.3.1 and D4.3.2.



Output: Mono- and multi-lingual event graphs, as well as an RDF representation of events from
Event Registry, along with the media items that are related to those events.



Kafka topic: None. The outputs of this algorithm are not required by the use-cases. There are plans
to include this algorithm as part of the Event Registry.

2.4.4

Data Analytics



Changes from Y2: The analytics from previous years have been extended.



Input: Service usage logs from Zattoo, entity annotations in news articles and shared counts of
news articles in social-media.



Algorithm used: Various algorithms are used. Statistical analysis for trend and correlation services.
Statistical analysis, clustering and collaborative filtering is used to profile users and provide
recommendations. Semi-supervised classification is used to allow users to perform custom
classification of news articles. More information about the algorithms is described in more detail in
D5.3.1 and D5.3.2.



Output: Reports and information of data analytics for different media resources (TV streams, social
media and news articles). Webservices as part of Event Registry for news recommendation, trend
correlation and custom classification.An example output fragment from the correlations service is
given in Listing 10.



Kafka-topic: This information is not pushed back into Kafka, instead it is available via a custom API
as part of the Event Registry platform.
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Listing 10: Fragment of example data analytics output.
{"news-concept":{"approximateCorrelations": [{"conceptInfo": {"id": "385245","label": {"eng": Michelle
Malkin"},"type": "person","uri": http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelle_Malkin},"corr":
0.8992843929278711,"id": 385245,"itemDataAggr": {"max": 0.55,"mean": 2,"min": 0,"stDev":
0.8046738469715542}},...],"exactCorrelations": [{"conceptInfo": {"id": "305458","label": {"eng":
"Republican Party (United States)"},"type": "org","uri":
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republican_Party_(United_States)"},"corr": 0.9838348054341965,"id":
305458,"itemDataAggr": { "max": 273.9,"mean": 1078,"min": 1,"stDev": 255.9343470501762}},...]},
"testDataInfo": {"endDate": "2015-05-26","startDate": "2015-05-07","testData": [ ... ], "testDataAggr":
{"max": 893,"mean": 283.05,"min": 1,"stDev": 232.82492}}}

2.4.5

Opinion Diffusion



Changes from Y2: In Y2 this component was not included, although an initial baseline method for
information spread and aggregation into a graphical model was developed. In Y3 this method was
extended to include cross-linguality as well as prediction of comparative sentiment.



Input: Feed of news articles and TV segments.



Algorithm used: The used algorithms are described in D5.2.1 and D5.2.2.



Output: A graphical model of for information spread that includes sentiment toward an event.



Kafka-topic: The output of this component is not output to Kafka. It is also not used in any of the
use-cases.

2.4.6

xLiMe Dataset Summarisation



Changes from Y2: Dataset summary information has been expanded. Performance has been
improved and summarisation data can now also be retrieved from the new Mongo DB instance.



Input: The historical data in the triplestore or the Mongo database.



Algorithm used: When retrieving data from the triplestore, various sparql queries are performed at
set intervals to get the provided dataset summarisation. The kafka consumers which load data to
the mongo database has been expanded to keep track of a variety of metrics, which are stored in a
special collection in the mongo database. More information about this component is provided in
D6.3 and on the website of the xlime-frontend-services.



Output: Histogram and counters for various xLiMe dataset indicators, dataset summarisation REST
interface.



Kafka-topic: This information is not pushed back into Kafka, instead it is available via a custom API
described in D6.3 and on the website of the xlime-frontend-services6.

2.4.7

xLiMe Resource Mapping



Changes from Y2: Although the REST interface is still available. This functionality has been
integrated in the Kafka to Mongo loader to only keep a canonical URI for linked entities.



Input: Various existing mappings between various knowledge bases.



Algorithm used: The current implementation reuses available mappings (or mapping services)
between knowledge bases (e.g. DBpedia to Wikidata, Freebase to Wikidata).

6

https://github.com/xlime-eu/xlime-frontend-services
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Output: Requested Wikidata or DBpedia resource for some input resource from another knowledge
base.



Kafka-topic: This information is not pushed back into Kafka, instead it is available via a custom API
described in D6.3.

2.4.8

Econda Product Recommender from Social media



Changes from Y2: This is a new and custom (not generic) component added specifically for the
Econda use-case.



Input: The social media stream and its annotations. A product catalogue provided by Econda.



Algorithm used: Two algorithms were used: Semantic Product Vectors and Text annotations. See
D5.4 for more details.



Output: A link to recommended products from Econda’s catalogue for social media posts.



Kafka-topic: socialmedia.

Listing 1 shows an example product recommendation for a social media post, included as part of a
socialmedia message posted to Kafka.

2.5

Data Consumers

The purpose of converting, annotating and interlinking the multimedia data, as described in the previous
sections, is to enable the development of new features in applications; we call such applications data
consumers. All the multimedia (meta-)data and the produced annotations can be consumed by (i) retrieving
data directly from Kafka; (ii) querying the RDF triplestore, (iii) querying the document store, (iv) using one
of the search, exploration or analytics services or (v) using the new UI services API. In this section we
enumerate the main consumers for the Fully Functional Prototype. Besides the use-cases developed
throughout the project, in the third year of the xLiMe project we developed the xLiMe Showcase
demonstrator.
2.5.1

Zattoo Media Recommender

The xLiMe project enables development of applications by enriching the multimedia content of TV-channels
watched by ZATTOO-users with related content originating from other media sources (e.g., tweets, blog
posts, YouTube videos, news articles, Wikipedia pages, etc.). The final Zattoo prototype, described in
D7.2.3, uses the xLiMe platform to find TV recommendations based on the near real-time analysed content
in other TV shows. This complements the prototypes from previous years where TV programs were
recommended for news articles and vice versa. Further details about this recommenders built throughout
the project can be found in D7.2.1, D7.2.2 and D7.2.3.
2.5.2

VICO Media Analytics

In another xLiMe use-case, VICO is using the Fully Functional Prototype by integrating some of its
functionality into their social-media analytics platform. In the first year of xLiMe, VICO had added TV
programmes and news articles as novel sources on top of their previous social-media sources to media
analysts, allowing for more comprehensive analysis of, for example, brand and products mentions across
various media. In the second year, VICO started using services from WP4 and WP5 to reduce the cost of
some of its business processes. In particular, the interactive query interpretation described in D5.1.2 was
used in order to define Research Objects which need to be monitored, improving on the keyword based
approach they are currently using. Also the analytics services described in D5.3.1 were used to provide
overviews about trends in the data based on their identified topics. In the third year, VICO has integrated
further information from WP4 and WP5, such as events, topics and sentiment.
Details about these integrations can be found in D7.3.1, D7.3.2 and D7.3.3.
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ECONDA Media Product Recommendations

The xLiMe data can be used to enhance the performance of e-Commerce web sites (web shops) by
providing better recommendations. This approach is used in the use-case of the ECONDA partner, to
provide recommendations of products to its customers. The prototype uses the annotations of the various
xLiMe media items along with a custom mapping between entities and their products. In Y2, the
recommendations were calculated based only on social media posts. In this final year of the project the
recommendation algorithm has been improved and now also takes into account visual information from TV
programs. Details about this system can be found in D7.4.2.

2.5.4

Event Registry Related Media

Besides the three xLiMe use-case prototype, we have also updated an existing platform, the Event Registry,
which is primarily focused on news articles (also based on the newsfeed data source), to include IPTV media
items and social-media information (number of times news articles were shared on the various social media
sites).
2.5.5

xLiMe Showcase

In Y3 of the project we used the new xLiMe front-end API to build a web application to showcase the
results from the project. A full description of the design and promotional strategy for the showcase can be
found in D8.2.3. As this is a new application in Y3 and the showcase has improved since first delivered in
the first half of Y3, we provide a more detailed description below.
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Example xLiMe Data Use: xLiMe Showcase

3.1

Motivation

xLiMe

The xLiMe Showcase is meant to demonstrate key functionality developed during the xLiMe in a use-case
agnostic way. While we developed many end-user applications during the project, most were focused on
demonstrating a particular functionality of the platform or the application of part of the platform to a
specific business case. Hence, there was a need to have a final demonstrator which focused on generic
functionalities for potential consumers which are not closely related to the use-case partners. Thus, the
xLiMe Showcase also aims to provide a way of disseminating the results of the project to a wider audience.
Some of the functionalities we identified as being generic and worth highlighting are:
 The detection of links between content that would otherwise not be connected. In particular,
showing links across languages and modalities.
 Semantic annotation of content.
 Low latency of the platform.

3.2

Integration of xLiMe Technology for the xLiMe Showcase

The xLiMe Showcase uses a visual paradigm of “Exploration Spheres”. Figure 4 shows what a user first sees
when they arrive at the website. The “spheres” show a variety of resources available to the system, which
is usually a combination of TV programs, microposts, news articles, but also subtitles, ASR, OCR annotations
as well as recent entities that have been linked to a media item.
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Figure 4 xLiMe Showcase home screen
The user can click on any of the resources to open a detailed view about the item. For example, Figure 5
shows a detailed view for a German article coming from the newsfeed. From this page, the user can see a
preview of the article, where it comes from and can go to the original article on the publisher’s website.
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Figure 5 Detailed view of a news article in the xLiMe Showcase
The user can also click on the button to “ADD TO SPHERES”, which places the resource in the inner circle of
the spheres and updates the outer circles to show resources somehow linked to the resources in the inner
circle. This allows the user to explore the dataset and the links found via the xLiMe platform. The user can
also (i) search using free-text or using a knowledge base entity (as shown in Figure 6), or (ii) browse a list of
recent media items and annotations to find resources to add to the context.

Figure 6 Searching for resources in the xLiMe Showcase
Eventually, the user can build a context and explore the resources related to that context as shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Spheres after selection of a context
The xLiMe Showcase is available at http://expertsystemlab.com/xlime-showcase
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Conclusion

In this deliverable we described the xLiMe Prototype at the end of the third year of the xLiMe project. We
positioned the prototype in the context of the project by describing the related work-packages, the
identified requirements and the main implementation challenges. Then, we described in detail all of the
components in the toolkit prototype, from the core components which provide the data processing
infrastructure, to the various data providers, data annotation services, data analysis services and data
consumers. Finally, we described a typical interaction with the xLiMe Showcase application which can be
used to demonstrate key functionalities made possible by the the xLiMe project.
Compared to the xLiMe Demonstrator Prototype, the changes include various improvements to existing
components, from ASR, to the various search, exploration, recommendation and analytic services. One of
the main changes has been the addition of a UI layer, which facilitates the development of end-user
applications on top of the xLiMe prototype as demonstrated by the xLiMe Showcase application. Other
changes include a tighter integration of existing components such as the dataset summarization and
resource mapping. Finally, another focus this year has been the development of custom components for
specific use-cases such as the development of shoe detectors and product recommenders for the Econda
use-case.
The implemented xLiMe prototype demonstrates that the xLiMe architecture is a viable option for
performing cross lingual and cross media annotation of resources. Although, out of the box, the prototype
is able to annotate and interlink media items, the work on the various use-cases has shown that there is not
one single configuration that works for all use-cases. Rather, the prototype should be seen as a
customizable platform that can be adapted and extended to meet different requirements as needed.
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Appendix A xLiMe Handbook
The following sections describe the main components of the xLiMe Fully Functional Prototype in more
technical detail. It is intended to help technicians to set up an implementation of the architecture.

1. Data Processing Infrastructure
The xLiMe architecture is build using several technologies. In the following sections, some of the
best practices are listed to make xLiMe pipeline work trouble-free for data processing.
1.1 Kafka
The Apache Kafka is the message broker used in xLiMe data processing infrastructure. It is
useful for publishing/subscribing to the messages sent by various content providers. For
xLiMe, Table-1 shows the recommend system configurations for installing Kafka.
Table-1 Kakfa System Settings.
CPU

RAM

Hard Disk Storage

4
x
Intel(R) 4 GB
Xeon(TM) 3.00GHz

1.2 T

Ethernet
Bandwidth
1Gbit

OS
Debian/Ubuntu
Linux

Now to install, configuration settings suggested in the Quick start [1] with single partition is
used. Once the Kakfa is setup, topics are created for publishing/subscribing messages. More
information about creation of topics and publishing metadata in the Kafka can be found in in
the section 4.1 [2] of Deliverable D1.2, while subscription information is provided in the
Section 4.2.
1.2 Virtuoso as Storage
In the earlier section, exchanging data with publish/subscribe mechanism is presented. Most
of the applications require storage to use the streaming data. Virtuoso [3] is used as storage.
For xLiMe, Table-2 shows the recommend system configurations for installing Virtuoso.
Table-2 Virtuoso System Settings.
CPU
RAM
8 x 2.0 GHz AMD 40
Opteron

Hard Disk Storage
3TB

OS
Debian/Ubuntu
Linux

To install Virtuoso, settings suggested can be used [4].
1.3 MongoDB as Storage
For storing data generated in the Kafka publish/subscribe mechanism, MongoDB [5] open
source version is used as a document store. Messages published in the Kafka by producers are
converted into JSON/JSON-LD format by consumers to be further stored into MongoDB
document store to support various applications.
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For xLiMe, Table-3 shows the recommend system configurations for installing MongoDB.

Table-3 MongoDB System Settings.
CPU
RAM
8 x 2.0 GHz AMD 10GB
Opteron

Hard Disk Storage
1TB

OS
Debian/Ubuntu Linux

Now to install, settings listed for Ubuntu/Debian [6] for MongoDB can be used.
2. Data Management
The data generated from various content providers are first encapsulated into the xLiMe Meta
data model. More information about the data model can be found in the Deliverable 1.1 [7].
Once the data is encapsulated into data model, it is pushed into Kakfa for consumption and
storage to facilitate various applications.
There are two important modes of storage which is used in xLiMe.
2.1 Kafka to MongoDB
Messages are sent to the Kafka topics by content providers which are then consumed by their
subscribers/clients. Once the messages are collected, they are further pushed into the
storage. MongoDB is one such mode where the storage is achieved by converting Kafka
messages in xLiMe data model to JSON/JSON-LD format. In the following sections, two
different ways of data model conversion is presented.
2.1.1 xLiMe data model to JSON-LD
There are several existing tools like Jena [8] that converts RDF data into other formats. To
convert xLiMe data-model into JSON-LD format the indigenous technology developed in the
xLiMe project [9] is used.
2.1.2 xLiMe data model to JSON
If the message requires further processing and needs to be stored in the JSON format for
different applications. Then processing techniques described in the Section 2.1.2 of
Deliverable 4.1 [10] can be used and the code for deployment can be found in xLiMe Semantic
Integrator [11].

2.2 Kafka to Virtuoso
The Kafka messages in the xLiMe data model format can be stored directly in the Virtuoso
without any intermediate processing. A Tomcat [12] based consumer services are built in
xLiMe to capture the messages from Kafka to be further stored in Virtuoso. Currently, there
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are four such services in xLiMe and more information about the implementation of these
services can be found at Kafka wiki [13].

2.3

Backup
In xLiMe, the life time of the data stored in Kafka is 14 days (i.e. around 2 weeks). To have a
back-up of data older than 14 days, content is archived by taking a data dump. The backup for
data dump is achieved with Kakfa-tools [14].

3. Data Ingestion
Aforementioned sections presented the infrastructure used to host or exchange data. Also,
the sections listed the ways to consume data in different formats. In the following sections,
producer part of the data exchange is investigated.
3.1 Zattoo Data Producer
The Zattoo sandbox is one the key providers of data in several formats.
Data in the format of video, audio, subtitles and EPG information from Zattoo is preprocessed and converted into xLiMe data format before it is pushed into the Kafka topic
stream. Documentation about using Zattoo sandbox API’s for collecting data can be found at
the Zattoo developer wiki [15].

3.2 JSI Data Producer
News collections from different languages are one of the important data sources that have
different applications in xLiMe. The newsfeed [16] provided by JSI is leveraged to collect
news collections for the xLiMe supported languages. More information about the statistics of
documents collected every day can be found in Section 2.1.4 of Deliverable 1.3 [17]. Once the
news articles are collected, they are further converted into xLiMe data model before pushing
into the Kafka topic stream.
3.3 VICO Data Producer
Social media data in xLiMe is collected from VICO. More information about the data that is
stored or collected at VICO can be found in the Section 2.1.2 of Deliverable 1.3.
4. Annotations
Some of the components in the xLiMe pipeline depend on the semantic annotations applied on
the textual information identified with entities and their attributes present in the external
knowledge bases. There are two important services which provide these annotations in the xLiMe
pipeline. All textual resources such as ASR, subtitles, news and social media are the users of these
annotation services.
4.1 KIT Annotator
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For employing annotations, xLiMe leverages xLiSa [18] for monolingual and cross-lingual
annotations. More information about the functionality can be found in the Deliverables 3.3.1
[19] and D3.3.2 [20].

4.2 JSI Enrycher
Another annotator which is used for annotating the News stream is JSI Enrycher [21]. More
information about its usage in xLiMe can be seen in the Deliverables 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
4.3 Video OCR
Extracting textual information from a Video is achieved with an optical character recognition
(OCR). This can be seen as a pseudo annotation achieved on visual information describing the
content of a video. More information about extracting OCR and related functionality can be
seen in the Deliverables 2.2.1 [22] and 2.2.2 [23].
4.4 Object Detection
In xLiMe, object detection in a video plays a prominent role for cross-modal recommendations
and search. There are three important types of objects that are explored to satisfy the usecases.
4.4.1 Logo Detection
Main goal of the logo detection is to identify the deutsche telecom logos that are
found in the TV videos. More information about the technology to rebuild the
detection system can be found in the Deliverables 3.2.1 [24] and 3.2.2 [25].
4.4.2 Flag Detection
The goal of flag detection is to identify the British flags in videos in the context of
“Brexit” use-case. More information can be seen in the “Brexit” dataset that will be
released.
4.4.3 Shoe Detection
Aim of the shoe detection in a video is to track the shoes that are shown in the social
media streams. More information about it is provided in the Deliverable 7.4.2 [26].
5. Recommendations
The goal of the recommendations is to compare the content across the modalities and
languages. Modalities such as video are converted into text using speech transcriptions and
subtitles, while news and social media content is cleaned to extract only relevant information.
In xLiMe, recommendations are provided for two important use-cases as described in
deliverables 7.4.2 [26] and 7.2.3 [27].
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5.1 Recommendations for Zattoo Use-cases
Most of the recommendation logic is developed in deliverables 4.1 [28] and 4.2 [29] for
supporting use-cases of Zattoo.
 The recommendations for the first use-case caters the need of finding the similar
social media and News content for a given TV show snippet (40 sec video chunk). More
information about the technology developed for this use-case can be found in
Deliverable 4.1.
 The recommendations for the second use-case cater the need of finding similar TV
show snippets (i.e. 40 sec chunks) for a given News article. More information about the
technology developed for this use-case can be found in Deliverable 4.2.
 The recommendations for the third use-case cater the need of finding similar TV
programs for a given TV program. More information about the technology developed
for this use-case can be found in the Deliverable 7.2.3.
Also, the workflow to collect, integrate and recommend is provided in the xLiMe Semantic
Integrator framework [30].
5.2 Recommendations for Econda Use-case
Most of the recommendation logic is developed in the Deliverable 5.4 [31] to support the usecase of Econda. One of the goals of this use-case is to find similar categories or brands
mentioned in social media which are also present in Deichmann web shop. The outcome and
evaluation results for textual recommendation are provided in the Deliverable 7.4.2.
6. Conclusion
This appendix provides the workflow followed in the xLiMe pipeline along with their components.
Each component in the workflow is well documented and is supported with a deliverable for
further reading or for usage.
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